
Music   Theory   (Treble   Clef) 
Unit   1:   Scale   and   Transposition 
Lesson   3:   F   Major   Scale 
 
The   F   Major   Scale   has   one   flat,   which   is   Bb.      In   the   key   signature   you’ll   notice   a   flat   drawn   on 
the   B   line   (third   line   of   the   staff).       Practice   drawing   a   treble   clef   plus   a   flat   to   make   the   key 
signature   for   F   Major: 
 

 
Next   draw   a   two   octave   F   scale,   with   quarter   notes.      I’ve   given   you   the   first   and   last   note:  

 
 
Look   at   this   melody   in   the   Key   of   F   Major.      Scale   degrees   are   written   for   each   note,   but   5   of 
them   are   incorrect.       Check   the   scale   degrees   and   circle   the   5   which   are   incorrect: 
 

 
 
Circle   the   measure   which   has   the   scale   degrees   “1   4   5   7   6   5   6” 

 
 
Great   work!      Now   we   will   have   some   exercises   which   combine   the   three   keys   we   have   learned 
so   far:   C   Major,   G   Major,   and   F   Major.      Remember   that   the   scale   degrees   for   each   scale   should 
always   start   on   the   first   note   of   the   scale.      Keeping   this   is   mind   will   help   from   getting   them   mixed 
up.      We   will   also   introduce   the   concept   of   a   tonic   and   a   dominant.      Tonic   is   the   first   scale   degree. 
Dominant   is   the   fifth.  
 



In   the   Key   of   C   Major,    the   tonic   is   C    (scale   degree   1)   and    the   dominant   is   G    (scale   degree   5) 
In   the   Key   of   G   Major,    the   tonic   is   G    (scale   degree   1)   and    the   dominant   is   D    (scale   degree   5) 
In   the   Key   of   F   Major,    the   tonic   is   F    (scale   degree   1)   and    the   dominant   is   C    (scale   degree   5) 
 
For   the   next   4   lines,   please   circle   all   tonic   and   dominant   notes .      Remember   to   check   the 
key   signature   so   you   know   which   scale   you   are   working   with. 
 

 
 
Review   Questions   (circle   the   correct   answer): 
1.   In   which   key   is   C   the   dominant?   

C   Major G   Major F   Major All 
 
2.   In   which   key   is   the   7th   scale   degree   not   natural?  

C   Major G   Major F   Major All 
 
3.   In   which   key   is   the   3rd   scale   degree   natural? 

C   Major G   Major F   Major All 
 
4.   Tonic   is   the   first   note   of   the   scale. 

True False 
 
5.   Which   note   is   higher,   tonic   or   dominant? 

Tonic Dominant It   depends 


